
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a staff technical program
manager. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for staff technical program manager

Communicate progress across the organization and at all levels
Anticipates risks, identifies mitigation/contingency plans & drive appropriate
decisions and actions
Creation and tracking of holistic project plans that encapsulates all aspects of
the project (resource supply/demand, budget, milestones ) and
identifying/managing risks and interdependencies/hand off points between
teams and functional engagement points
You will lead and drive programs in partnership with Engineering, Product
Management, Risk, and Compliance within the Global Risk and Compliance
group
Analyze and investigate change required within the business to reduce
complaints and improve the customer journey understanding that various
factors should be considered when identifying and prioritizing change
Drive and own the program strategy including tying the business unit,
portfolio and program strategy together
Prioritize initiatives within the program and surface risks and trade-offs
recommendations to the stakeholders
You will help cultivate a culture of magnificent execution, transparency and
accountability
You will lead vSphere product portfolio teams, ensuring critical product and
service are capabilities are planned and delivered per the BU’s strategy
You are providing hands-on program management to deliver excellent

Example of Staff Technical Program Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for staff technical program manager

Desire to travel to the Quickbooks global expansion sites to develop
partnerships with Global expansion teams (Travel expected 30% of the time)
Firm sense of accountability and ownership for end-to-end program lifecycle
Must be willing to work out of an office located in Pleasanton, CA
Experience in product/consumer identity and profile management a plus
Overall industry experience of 14+ years with technical background and 5+
years of strong program management experience in product development
with direct experience working with multiple scrum teams using AgilExcellent
balance of people, organizational, and technical skills, and can execute and
deliver successfully in situations where authority is not a given
Bachelor’s degree is required with preference for degrees in Computer
Science Engineering


